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ABSTRACT
Bow shock pulsar wind nebulae are observed with a variety of complex morphologies at
different wavelengths, most likely due to differences in the magnetic field strength and pulsar
wind geometry. Here we present a detailed analysis, showing how these differences affect the
observational properties in these systems, focusing on non-thermal synchrotron emission.
By adopting different prescriptions for the local emissivity, on top of the magnetic and
flow patterns taken from three-dimensional (3D) high-resolution numerical simulations in
relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), and considering various viewing angles, we try to
characterize the main features of the emission and polarization, to verify if and how these can
be used to get information, or to put constraints, on known objects. We found, for example,
that conditions leading to a strong development of the turbulence in the bow shock tail produce
substantial differences in the emission pattern, especially in polarized light.

Key words: polarization – radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – relativistic processes –
methods: numerical – pulsars: general – ISM: supernova remnants.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Bow shock pulsar wind nebulae (BSPWNe) are a peculiar subclass
of the larger set of pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe), defined broadly as
non-thermal synchrotron emitting sources powered by the spin-
down luminosity of a pulsar (Gaensler & Slane 2006). Unlike
systems where the pulsar is still confined in the parent supernova
remnant (SNR), and where the PWN is observed with a centre-
filled morphology, BSPWNe involve older objects, where the pulsar
is directly interacting with the interstellar medium (ISM; in a
few cases BSPWNe are seen also for pulsars interacting with
the SNR shell). It is in fact estimated that a consistent fraction,
between 10 and 50 per cent, of all the pulsars is born with a
kick velocity in the range 100–500 km s−1 (Cordes & Chernoff
1998; Arzoumanian, Chernoff & Cordes 2002; Sartore et al. 2010;
Verbunt, Igoshev & Cator 2017), while the progenitor remnant is
in decelerated expansion (Cioffi, McKee & Bertschinger 1988;
Truelove & McKee 1999; Leahy, Green & Tian 2014; Sánchez-
Cruces et al. 2018). They are thus fated to leave their parent SNR on
short time-scales if compared with the typical pulsar ages (∼103 yr
versus ∼106 yr).

� E-mail: barbara@arcetri.astro.it

Given that the typical sound speed in the ISM is of order 10–
100 km s−1, well below the typical pulsar velocities, as soon as
the star leaves the SNR shell and starts to interact directly with the
ISM, its motion becomes strongly supersonic. The balance of the
pulsar wind ram pressure with the ram pressure of the surrounding
ISM through which it moves induces the formation of a bow shock
(Wilkin 1996; Bucciantini & Bandiera 2001; Bucciantini 2002),
characterized by an elongated cometary morphology, with the pulsar
located at the head of a long tail of plasma, extending in the direction
opposite to its motion. As in the case of other PWNe, the relativistic
pulsar wind shocked and decelerated into a strong termination
shock, inflates within this cometary nebula a bubble of relativistic
particles and magnetic fields, which is a synchrotron emitter, form
radio to X-rays. Indeed many of such systems have been identified
in recent years as non-thermal sources (Arzoumanian et al. 2004;
Gaensler et al. 2004; Chatterjee et al. 2005; Gaensler 2005; Li,
Lu & Li 2005; Yusef-Zadeh & Gaensler 2005; Kargaltsev et al.
2008, 2017; Misanovic, Pavlov & Garmire 2008; Hales et al. 2009;
Ng et al. 2009, 2010, 2012; De Luca et al. 2011; Marelli et al.
2013; Jakobsen et al. 2014; Klingler et al. 2016b; Posselt et al.
2017). For a few of these objects radio polarimetric data are also
available, pointing to a variety of magnetic configurations (Yusef-
Zadeh & Gaensler 2005; Ng et al. 2010, 2012; Klingler et al. 2016a;
Kargaltsev et al. 2017).
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Figure 1. Selected sample of a few famous BSPWNe: (a) the Mouse nebula
in radio (Very Large Array, VLA); (b) Geminga in a combined X-ray
image (Chandra-Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer, ACIS, 0.5–8 keV,
540 s); (c) the Guitar nebula and its mysterious misaligned outflow in a
combined Hα X-ray image (Chandra-ACIS, 0.5–8 keV, 195 ks) taken from
the Chandra archives.

In the case of pulsars moving in an ISM with neutral hydrogen
these nebulae can be observed in Hα emission (Kulkarni & Hester
1988; Cordes, Romani & Lundgren 1993; Bell et al. 1995; van
Kerkwijk & Kulkarni 2001; Jones, Stappers & Gaensler 2002;
Brownsberger & Romani 2014; Romani, Slane & Green 2017),
due to charge exchange and collisional excitation processed with
the shocked ISM material (Chevalier, Kirshner & Raymond 1980;
Hester, Raymond & Blair 1994; Bucciantini & Bandiera 2001;
Ghavamian et al. 2001), or alternatively in the ultraviolet (UV;
Rangelov et al. 2016) and infrared (IR; Wang et al. 2013). It is debat-
able if many extended and morphologically complex TeV sources
detected by the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) in
coincidence with pulsars, can be attributed to the BSPWN class
(Kargaltsev, Pavlov & Durant 2012), especially in those cases where
the pulsar is strongly offsetted from the centre of emission. An
example of this kind of uncertainty is represented by the young and
energetic PSR J05376−6910 from the Large Magellanic Cloud,
which is not uniquely identified as a bow shock nebula due to the
large distance (Kargaltsev et al. 2017).

In Fig. 1, we present a selection of BSPWNe to highlight the
variety of the typical morphologies that are observed.

(i) The Mouse nebula was first observed in a radio survey of the
Galactic Centre (Yusef-Zadeh & Bally 1987) and it shows one of
the most extended radio tails ever seen (Gaensler et al. 2004; Hales
et al. 2009). In the head it is quasi-conical with half-aperture angle of
∼25◦ and gets narrower at a distance of ∼1 arcmin behind the pulsar.
It is also one of the few BSPWNe for which we have polarimetric
information, suggesting a magnetic field wrapped around the bow
shock head and then becoming parallel to the pulsar motion in the
tail (Yusef-Zadeh & Gaensler 2005). Interestingly X-rays show a
more compact tail, more than a factor of 10 fainter than the head,
with signs of diffuse emission in a halo ahead of the pulsar itself.
Deep observations in the X-ray band have been presented recently
by Klingler et al. (2018), showing a clearer picture of the PWN.
The tail shows an evident narrowing with the distance from the
pulsar and a smaller lateral expansion with respect to the radio
structure.

(ii) The PWN associated with Geminga, on the other hand, is only
observed in X-rays. It shows an asymmetric three-tail morphology
with a long central tail (Posselt et al. 2017), apparently formed by
isolated blobs, surrounded by two lateral tails (Caraveo et al. 2003;
Pavlov, Sanwal & Zavlin 2006; Pavlov, Bhattacharyya & Zavlin
2010), which show a hard spectrum with no signs of synchrotron
cooling, and are not just due to limb brightening.

(iii) A peculiar case is that of the Guitar nebula, observed in Hα

(Cordes et al. 1993; Dolch et al. 2016). Different attempts to find
an X-ray counterpart compatible with the revealed Hα morphology
have failed, while high-resolution observations made with Chandra
revealed, on the contrary, a misaligned X-ray outflow, inclined by
∼118◦ with respect to the direction of the pulsar motion (Wong
et al. 2003; Hui & Becker 2007; Johnson & Wang 2010). The Hα

shape also presents a peculiar ‘head-and-shoulder’ configuration,
with an evident broadening with distance from the pulsar, possibly
the evidence of the mass loading of neutrals from the ambient matter
(Morlino, Lyutikov & Vorster 2015; Olmi, Bucciantini & Morlino
2018). Recently a similar X-ray feature has been also seen in the
Lighthouse nebula (Pavan et al. 2014; Marelli et al. 2019).

Recent observations have also revealed extended TeV haloes
surrounding some BSPWNe (Abeysekara et al. 2017), though to
be the signature of the escape of high-energy particles. If so, one
could use them to constrain the contribution of PWNe to leptonic
antimatter in the Galaxy (Blasi & Amato 2011; Amato & Blasi
2018).

The firsts numerical models of BSPWNe dated from the past
decade (Bucciantini 2002; van der Swaluw et al. 2003; Bucciantini,
Amato & Del Zanna 2005; Vigelius et al. 2007). By using multi-
dimensional codes it was possible to extend the simple analytical
or semi-analytical models (Bandiera 1993; Wilkin 1996) to account
for the presence of magnetic field or anisotropy in either the wind
or the ISM. However, only recently results from the first three-
dimensional (3D) simulations of BSPWNe in the fully relativistic
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) regime were presented by Barkov,
Lyutikov & Khangulyan (2019), where the authors investigate the
morphology resulting from a few different assumptions for the
magnetic field geometry and properties of the ambient medium.
At the same time in Olmi & Bucciantini (2019, hereafter Paper
I), we presented a large set of 3D relativistic MHD simulations
performed with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) to improve the
numerical resolution at the bow shock head, in an attempt to sample
as much as possible the parameter space characteristic of these
systems. Different models for the pulsar wind were taken into
account, implementing both isotropic and anisotropic distribution of
the energy flux, with diverse values of the initial magnetization, and
defining a set of various geometries by varying the inclination of the
pulsar spin-axis with respect to the pulsar kick velocity. In Paper I,
we analysed the effects of the variation of the pulsar wind properties
on the global morphology of the BSPWN, and on its dynamics, with
particular attention to the development of turbulence in the tail.

This paper is the follow-up of our previous work. Here we present
emission and polarization maps computed on top of our previous
simulations, focusing the discussion on the possible observational
signatures. In particular we will try to assess the role of turbulence
in the emission properties, the possible way to distinguish laminar
versus turbulent flows, and how to use this information to guess the
geometry of the system. Recently a simplified emission model for
purely laminar flows has been presented by Bucciantini (2018a),
also used to evaluate the possible escape of high-energy particles
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in Bucciantini (2018b), and we will compare our result with those
predictions.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we recall the
different models considered in our numerical analysis from Paper
I, and briefly describe the methods used to compute emission and
polarimetric maps; in Section 3, we present the complete analysis
of the results, comparing them with previous models; in Section 4,
we sum up our findings and draw our conclusions.

2 ME T H O D S

The 3D structure of the velocity and magnetic field is provided by
our 3D relativistic MHD (RMHD) models, developed and presented
in Paper I, to which the reader is referred for a general discussion of
the set-up. Given that in all of those models the ISM was assumed
to be unmagnetized, the magnetic field, injected by the pulsar wind,
can be taken as a good tracer of the relativistic material coming from
the pulsar itself, and defining the part of the tail that is responsible for
non-thermal emission. Moreover, we will concentrate here on radio
emission, and radio emitting particles have synchrotron lifetime
longer that the flow time in the nebula, so that we can neglect
cooling. Let us note here that given the typical high flow speed
found in numerical simulations, even X-ray emitting particles are
only marginally affected by cooling (Bucciantini et al. 2005), such
that our results can reasonably apply even to higher energies.

We assume, following Del Zanna et al. (2006), that the emitting
pairs are distributed according to a power law in the energy ε,
n(ε) = Kε−(2α + 1), where K is proportional to the local density
of emitting particles, and their local synchrotron emissivity at
frequency ν, toward the observer, is

j (ν, n) = C|B′ × n′|α+1Dα+2ν−α, (1)

where B′ and n′ are, respectively, the magnetic field and the observer
direction measured in the frame comoving with the flow, while C is
a normalization constant dependent on K. D is the Doppler boosting
coefficient,

D =
√

1 − β2

1 − β · n
= 1

γ (1 − β · n)
, (2)

where γ is the Lorentz factor of the flow, β and n, respectively, the
flow speed normalized c, and the observer direction, both measured
in the observer frame. Now, in terms of quantities measured in the
observer frame (unprimed), one has

|B′ × n′| = 1

γ

√
B2 − D2(B · n)2 + 2γD(B · n)(B · β). (3)

One can also compute the polarization angle ξ that enters into the
definition of the Stoke’s parameters Q and U (Bucciantini & Olmi
2018). Choosing a Cartesian reference frame with the observer
placed in the X direction, one finds

cos 2ξ = q2
Y − q2

Z

q2
Y + q2

Z

, sin 2ξ = − qY qZ

q2
Y + q2

Z

, (4)

where

qY = (1 − βX)BY + βY BX, qZ = (1 − βX)BZ + βZBX. (5)

In general the local density of emitting particles K, as well as the
power-law index α, might differ in different locations, depending
on how particles are injected. For simplicity we assume that the
power-law index α is uniform in the nebula. For the emitting particle
density we adopt two different choices: either a uniform distribution,
as was done in Bucciantini (2018a), or a density proportional to the

Figure 2. Scheme of the BSPWN structure: the nebula is divided into the
head, the region surrounding the pulsar, and the tail. The last one is further
divided in three different regions: a central core surrounded by wings that
allow an easier interpretation of the emitting and polarimetric properties.

local values of the thermal pressure, as it is customary in other
PWNe models (Volpi et al. 2008; Olmi et al. 2014). We have also
investigated a third possibility that the emission is concentrated in
the current sheets that form in the BSPWN. In this case their local
synchrotron emissivity at frequency ν, toward the observer, is taken
to be

j (ν, n) = CJ‖J‖Dα+2ν−α, (6)

where J is the current density, computed as the curl of B (we have
verified that the displacement current is negligible), and CJ is just a
normalization constant that we assume to be position independent.
In this case we also compute polarization just by taking as the
polarization direction the one given by the local magnetic field.
Note that ohmic dissipation should scale as ‖J‖2, however, because
of the use of AMR, given that the resistivity is purely numerical in
nature, such choice leads to artificial jumps in the surface brightness
in coincidence with AMR refinement boundaries, given that ‖J‖2 it
is not volume conserved. This spurious effect is strongly mitigated
if one takes the simple norm of the current, given that this quantity
is instead volume conserved in ideal MHD.

3 EMISSION MAPS

We build all of our maps using a spectral index α = 0. Bucciantini
(2018a) showed that this is a good average for the observed radio
spectra, and changes in the typical observed range do not affect
much the results. The polarized fraction (PF) is always given in
terms of the theoretical maximum, which is 0.6 for α = 0. To
keep the discussion as simple as possible, we have schematized the
BSPWN as shown in Fig. 2, highlighting the key regions whose
properties we are going to discuss, and compare.

Emission maps where computed for all simulations presented
in Paper I. We adopt here the same notation for the names of the
different reference RMHD models, while for the emission maps
we use a different notation, which allows one to identify them in
terms of the physical parameters. The new notations ISO-Aj-Sx and
ANI-Aj-Sx refer to the model I{φM, i} and A{φM, i} of Paper I, with
x = 10−i (referring to σ = [0.01, 0.1, 1.0]) and j = 180φM/π (the
spin-to-kick inclination in degrees) as shown Fig. 3, where we show
also the trend toward more turbulent configurations.

In Fig. 4, we illustrate the typical viewing geometry we use to
build our maps. We sampled the full range of possible inclination
angles X = [0◦, 360◦]. However as it was done in Bucciantini
(2018a), to keep the discussion as simple as possible, focusing
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Figure 3. Notation used for the emission maps and its link with the value
of magnetization and isotropy/anisotropy of the energy flux in the wind.
ISO-Aj-Sx and ANI-Aj-Sx refer to the model I{φM, i} and A{φM, i} of Paper I,
with x = 10−i referring to σ = [0.01, 0.1, 1.0] and j = 180(φM/π) to the
spin-to-kick inclination in degrees. This scheme also gives the indication of
the development of turbulence in the different models (the orange arrow).

Figure 4. Representation of the angles considered in the discussion, with
φM the inclination of the pulsar spin-axis with respect to its direction of
motion (the z-axis) and X the inclination of the observer’s line of sight in
the x–y plane, superimposed on an isolevel model of a BSPWN made with
the open source analysis tool VISIT (Childs et al. 2012).

only on the major trends, we limited our presentation here to few
values of X , typically [0◦, 45◦, 90◦], being the ones for which we
do expect the largest differences. Moreover, we consider only a
viewing geometry where the pulsar kick velocity lays on the plane
of the sky.

3.1 Uniform wind luminosity

We begin our analysis with the fully axisymmetric case I{0, 0}, corre-
sponding to an isotropic energy injection and a high magnetization
value σ = 1. The dynamics in this case shows a low level of
turbulence that only develops far away from the pulsar. For the
sake of comparison with the laminar models, we first discuss the
case of a uniform emissivity, deferring the case of an emissivity

scaled by the pressure to the end, because the different choices in
the normalization of the local emissivity mostly affect the emission
maps, and not as much the polarization properties.

In this case the luminosity peaks in the head region, and is almost
constant without any evidence for limb brightening (Fig. 5). The
wings of the tail are about a factor of 2 brighter with respect to the
core. The total emission has in this case a jellyfish-like morphology.
These results are in reasonable agreement with the laminar models,
except that there is no evidence for the slower region downstream
of the Mach disc, which was found in the latter ones.

The PF is higher in the head, whose central part reaches
values ∼0.9–0.8, with edges down to ∼0.2–0.3. There is some
indication that the polarization rises again very close to the contact
discontinuity (CD) up to values PF ∼ 0.7–0.9, but this might be
due to spurious effect associated with the low surface brightness
of those regions. In the tail the core has an average PF of 0.5
with local peaks up to 0.8, while the wings are depolarized (PF ∼
0.2–0.3). This trend is in accordance with the findings of laminar
models, even if the development of turbulence strongly reduces
the PF. The polarized angle in the head is similar to the one
of the laminar models, the tail has a core with the polarization
orthogonal to the nebular axis, as expected for a toroidal field
injected by a pulsar with spin-axis aligned with the kick velocity,
while in the wings it tends to become aligned with the tail. This
is due to a combination of local shear at the CD and relativistic
polarization angle swing, which was already noted in the laminar
case.

As the magnetization becomes smaller, Fig. 5 (bottom row), and
turbulence increases, there is a change in the emission properties.
For the case I{0, 2}, corresponding to a wind magnetization σ = 0.01,
the luminosity is now more uniform with no apparent distinction
between the core and the wings; the head tends to be underluminous;
very fine structures appear in the luminosity maps on scales �d0,
probably related to the small-scale turbulence that is seen in the
velocity maps (see Paper I). Here d0 = [Ė/(4πcρISMv2

PSR)]1/2 is the
stand-off distance, the typical length scale of a BSPWN, depending
on the pulsar luminosity (Ė), kick velocity (vPSR), and density of
the ambient medium (ρISM), with c the speed of light. The nebula
is in general unpolarized, with perhaps some marginal residual
polarization in the very head. The polarization maps again show the
fine structures related to turbulence observed in the emission maps.
There is a slightly higher polarized flux in the wings toward the
CD. In general, no appreciable variation is seen with the inclination
angle of the observer.

On the other hand if one assumes that the local emissivity
scales with the local value of the gas pressure, the emission maps
change substantially, while the results concerning the polarization
properties do not as much, suggesting that it is just the structure of
the magnetic field, more than the particle energy distribution, that
regulates the polarization properties.

In Fig. 6, we show the total intensity for the cases I{0, 0} and I{0, 2},
with the emissivity now weighted by the local pressure. The total
emission, as well as the polarized emission, if far more enhanced in
the head, where the pressure can be a factor of 10 or more higher
than in the tail. In this case the luminosity is dominated by the very
front part of the head, which can easily be a factor of 10–20 brighter
than the tail, independently on the magnetization. The same holds
in the low-σ case, where it is the very front of the bow shock that
dominates the emission. The tail however is now slightly brighter
in comparison to the high-σ case, partly reflecting the trend seen
for a uniform emissivity, with no clear distinction between core and
wings.
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5694 B. Olmi and N. Bucciantini

Figure 5. Maps for the case UNI-A00-S100 (upper row) and case UNI-A00-S001 (bottom row), with uniform local emissivity. From left to right: square
root of the total synchrotron intensity normalized to the maximum, square root of the polarized intensity normalized to the maximum superimposed with the
polarized direction, and polarized fraction (PF) normalized to the theoretical maximum for a power-law synchrotron with α = 0. The colour scale is linear
between zero and one.

Figure 6. Maps computed assuming the local emissivity scales with the
local value of the gas pressure. Square root of the total synchrotron intensity:
upper panel for the UNI-A00-S100 case (to be compared with Fig. 5, upper
panel); bottom panel for the UNI-A00-S001 case (to be compared with
Fig. 5, bottom panel), both normalized to their maximum.

In the perpendicular case φM = π/2, instead we have analysed
the emission properties for various values of the observer inclination
angle X . We begin again by discussing the case corresponding to a
high magnetization σ = 1 and a uniform emissivity (case I{π/2, 0}),

which has a more laminar structure and can be compared with those
in Bucciantini (2018a). A set of maps computed for selected values
of X is shown in Fig. 7.

We find that for all the possible values of X , the tail brightness
is higher in the wings than in the core by about a factor of 2.
The difference is more pronounced at X = 90◦. The head instead
shows larger changes with the observer inclination. At X = 0◦

it approximately has the same intensity of the tail, and looks
quite uniform. As X increases to 90◦ it becomes brighter, with an
enhanced limb right at the location of the CD, marking the position
of the shocked pulsar wind in the head, between the termination
shock and the CD itself. In terms of polarization properties the
results are now reversed with respect to the aligned case: the PF
is much higher in the wings and in the head with values up to
0.9, and reduced in the core of the tail that is almost depolarized
for X = 90◦. For X = 45◦ the head looks slightly depolarized.
The polarized angle instead looks fully aligned with the tail, with
deviation of at most ±15◦, except in the X = 90◦ case where in
the head it looks orthogonal. These results are again consistent with
those found using laminar models.

Lowering the magnetization, the flow becomes more turbulent
and the overall appearance of the nebula, both in terms of to-
tal intensity and polarized properties, changes. For σ = 0.01,
case I{π/2, 2} (see Fig. 8), the nebula looks quite similar to the
aligned case: the bulk of the head is less luminous than the tail,
there are small-scales structure, and the level of polarization is
small.

There is some residual evidence that the wings are slightly
brighter than the core, and slightly more polarized (this is more
evident forX = 90◦). As expected for highly developed turbulence,
the appearance and polarization properties do not depend much on
the inclination angle with respect to the observer. At σ = 0.1,
case I{π/2, 1}, we have an intermediate regime. The head has the
same brightness as the core of the tail, while the wings are slightly
brighter. In general for lower magnetizations we observe smaller
scales in the polarization maps, and the PF has local patches as high
as 0.8, with an average of about 0.6.
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 5, but here for the case UNI-A90-S100: top row for a viewing angle X = 0◦, middle row X = 45◦, and bottom row X = 90◦.

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 5, but here for the case UNI-A90-S001, with X = 90◦.

If instead one considers cases with the emissivity scaling with the
pressure, one finds again that the polarized properties are essentially
not much affected. What changes mostly is the emission pattern that
now is dominated by a bright region in the very head, corresponding
to the shocked layer between the termination shock and the CD, as
shown in Fig. 9 for the case with the highest magnetization and
X = 90◦.

This high brightness region is more pronounced in the high-
σ regime than at lower magnetizations, where the head-to-tail
brightness ratio tends to be smaller.

The case of a pulsar spin-axis inclined by φM = 45◦ with respect
to the kick velocity shows, in the high magnetization case σ =
1 (I{π/4, 0}) a variety of patterns in the emission and polarization
properties that depends on the inclination angle of the observer (see
Fig. 10).

For X = 0◦ (upper row of Fig. 10), the tail appears about a factor
of 2 brighter than the head, and there is no wings-to-core difference.
The polarization angle is aligned with the tail, and the PF is on

Figure 9. Map of the square root of the intensity computed assuming the
local emissivity scales with the local value of the gas pressure, for the
UNI-A90-S100 case, with a viewing angle X = 90◦.
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Figure 10. Same as Fig. 5, but in top row: case UNI-A45-S100 for a viewing angle X = 0◦; in middle row: case UNI-A45-S100 for X = 90◦; and in bottom
row: case UNI-A45-S001 for X = 90◦.

average ∼0.6. As X increases towards 90◦, as shown in the middle
row of Fig. 10, the emission pattern increasingly resembles the
orthogonal case, with brighter wings and a depolarized core. This is
more markedly visible in the polarized intensity, which shows a very
intense enhancement in the wings region and a limb brightening of
the head. Given that the dynamics of this case is more turbulent
than the previous ones, we observe the presence of lots of small
structures in the maps of the PF. At low magnetization σ = 0.01
(bottom row of Fig. 10) the effect of turbulence is more pronounced,
and the wind-to-core difference seen at X = 90◦ is far less evident.
Polarization is in general smaller. Again, weighting the emissivity
with the pressure leads to emission maps that are dominated by
the very head, with a strong limb in the front of the system.
Interestingly when X = 90◦ (see Fig. 11), the orthogonal case
and the inclined one show very similar emission and polarization
maps.

3.2 Anisotropic wind luminosity

In Paper I, we investigated also cases with a pulsar wind energy
flux dependent on the colatitude θ , according to a F(θ ) ∝ sin 2θ

dependence, as expected for force-free split monopoles (Michel
1973; Bogovalov & Tsinganos 2001; Spitkovsky 2006). It was found
that the flow in this case tends to show a higher level of turbulence,
even at high magnetization (σ = 1).

We begin again discussing the high magnetization aligned case
A{0, 0}, and the low magnetization one A{0, 2}, both shown in Fig. 12.
Now at σ = 1 the intensity pattern looks quite different. The head is
subluminous with respect to the tail, and the wings are brighter than
the core. The intensity map shows the presence of long filamentary

Figure 11. Map computed assuming the local emissivity scales with the
local value of the gas pressure. Square root of the total synchrotron intensity
for the UNI-A45-S100 case and X = 90◦.

structures, while the overall polarization is small (PF ∼ 0.3) and
there is no evidence for either a polarized head or a polarized
core, as it was found for the isotropic wind luminosity. At low
magnetization (σ = 0.01) instead the emission looks very similar
to the isotropic case: the tail is brighter than the head; the wings
are not markedly distinct from the core; and the nebula is almost
completely depolarized. This same consideration apply also if one
considers a local emissivity that scales as the local gas pressure. The
only evident variation with respect to the isotropic injection case is
that now the emission in the head is weaker, and the head-to-tail
difference is less pronounced.
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BSPWNe: emission and polarization 5697

Figure 12. From left to right: square root of the total synchrotron intensity, square root of the polarized intensity, polarized fraction (PF); all normalized in
terms of their maxima. The upper row refers to case ANI-A00-S100, while the bottom one to case ANI-A00-S001. The observer’s viewing angle is in both
cases X = 0◦.

This same trends are also found for a spin-axis orthogonal to the
kick velocity, φM = π/2. The major differences with respect to the
uniform injection case are that the head is basically fainter than the
tail for all the possible inclinations of the observer, and for X = 0
the wings-to-core brightness ratio tends to be stronger, as shown in
Fig. 13.

The polarization pattern is quite similar to the uniform injection
case, but the PF is in general a factor of 2–3 smaller, and
characterized by the presence of fluctuations on small scales. These
differences hold also in the σ = 0.01 case, where now the head
is markedly fainter than the tail. For X = 0 the wings are still
brighter than the core, while for all the other observer inclination
angles the tail luminosity looks quite uniform. The fact that for an
anisotropic injection the head tends to be fainter implies that when
one considers a case of local emissivity proportional to the local
pressure, the observed enhancement of the head luminosity with
respect to the tail one is less pronounced.

Far more interesting is the case of a spin-axis inclined by φM =
45◦ with respect to the pulsar proper motion, cases A{π/4, i}, shown
for different magnetizations and viewing angles in Fig. 14. It was
already noted in Paper I that this configuration was by far the most
turbulent one, leading to major fluctuations in the shape of the
bow shock, and triggering the formation of large blobs and waves
propagating along the CD. All of this becomes particularly evident
in the emission maps. The level of polarization is in general small,
some residual global polarization ∼0.3 is still present at σ = 1,
even if the polarization pattern can be very patchy, but at lower
magnetization the nebula looks almost completely depolarized. At
σ = 1 there is no difference in the intensity between the head and
the tail, and overall the intensity maps do not show any distinction
between wings and core. At σ = 0.01 the head is subluminous with
respect to the tail even by a factor of a few. The global morphology
of emission is also quite different when the direction of observation
is varied.

If the local emissivity is weighed by the pressure, the head
becomes again the dominant feature, but for σ = 0.01, patches
in the tail with comparable luminosity can appear, as shown in
Fig. 15.

3.3 Emission scaled with the currents

It has been suggested by several authors that current sheets and
current layers could be important acceleration sites (Uzdensky,
Cerutti & Begelman 2011; Cerutti et al. 2014; Lyutikov et al.
2016), and that they might play an important role in the origin
of non-thermal particles in the turbulent environment of young
PWNe. Here we investigate how the emission properties change
if one assumes that the local synchrotron emissivity scales with the
intensity of the local currents. In general the polarization properties
(PF and angle) are not much affected, given that they depend of
the overall magnetic structure of the system. We find that there is a
tendency toward the formation of fine scales in the PF pattern, and
that on average the PF of the various components (wings/core/head)
tends to be slightly smaller, but these effects are only appreciable
in high-resolution maps, while they disappear at lower resolutions.
Major changes are seen mainly in the total emissivity: the head
region tends in all cases to be brighter, and the emission morphology
looks to be dominated by bright limbs close to the CD for the high
magnetization σ = 1, and by a more uniform emissivity for the low
magnetization σ = 0.01. Interestingly, apart for the aligned case,
where this limb brightening is less evident, all the other cases show
very similar emission morphology independent of the inclination
angle of the pulsar spin-axis, or the orientation of the viewing angle.
As anticipated, some effects of the AMR boxing are visible in the
emission maps as changes in the average brightness, which drops as
the resolution decreases. This is more likely due to the fact that our
code does not include explicit resistivity, and the size, thickness,
and intensity of the currents are solely regulated by numerical
dissipation. Interestingly this effect is more pronounced in the very
turbulent cases, and much less in the laminar ones, suggesting that
as long as the flow remains laminar, the role of numerics in the
dissipation of the magnetic field is weaker.

4 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

In this paper, we have studied the emission and polarimetric
properties of BSPWNe based on the high-resolution numerical
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5698 B. Olmi and N. Bucciantini

Figure 13. Square root of the total synchrotron intensity for case ANI-A90-S001, with X = 0◦ (left-hand panel) and X = 90◦ (right-hand panel).

Figure 14. From left to right: square root of the total synchrotron intensity, square root of the polarized intensity, polarized fraction (PF); all normalized in
terms of their maxima. The upper row refers to the case ANI-A45-S100 with X = 0◦, the middle one to the case ANI-A45-S100 with X = 45◦, and the bottom
one to the case ANI-A45-S001 with X = 0◦.

models presented and discussed in our previous work (Paper I),
investigating and analysing a large set of different geometries of the
BSPWNe.

While in that work the discussion was mostly focused on the flow
pattern and the development of turbulence in the BSPWN tail, here
we investigated those differences and their relation to the injection

conditions in the pulsar wind, to see if they could be recovered from
the properties of the emission, or if the emissivity is or not a good
tracer of the wind properties.

We focused our discussion of the possible differences among
various cases mostly to the case of high magnetization, where
the flow is quasi-laminar and the structure in the tail preserves
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Figure 15. Square root of the total synchrotron intensity for cases ANI-A45-S001 X = 0◦ (left) and X = 90◦ (right).

information from the injection region in the head, while in low
magnetized cases turbulence tends to wash out this information.

We found that in the case of uniform injection and high magne-
tization, there is indeed a strong correlation between the injection
properties, as the inclination φM, and the surface brightness of our
maps. The difference agrees with the expectation of fully laminar
semi-analytic models of Bucciantini (2018a). We do observe a large
variety of morphologies, from head dominated to tail dominated,
with or without bright wings, and with different structures in the PF.
The dependence on the viewing angleX is less marked and probably
only appreciable at high resolution. In the high-σ regime the PF can
be on average quite high in the tail. Once the magnetization drops
we do see a drastic change towards a more turbulent regime. In this
case it is far more difficult to find clear observational patterns that
could be used to distinguish cases with different inclination φM in
a robust way.

An important characteristic of our maps is that, apart from the
strongly turbulent cases A{π/4,i}, we do not observe major fluctu-
ation along the tail direction. This suggests that time variability
associated with temporal changes in the flow pattern should not be
strong, and we do not expect to see major changes in time in the
emission from known objects. On the other hand, any detection of
major changes in the shape or polarization properties of a BSPWN
could be a clear indication for a strongly anisotropic energy injection
and spin-axis misalignment.

Another important finding is related to the distribution of emitting
particles. In all of our models, if we consider a scaling proportional
to the local pressure, which is what one would naively expect for
particles uniformly accelerated at the wind termination shock and
then advected in the nebula, the head becomes much brighter that
the tail, even by a factor of 10, and only in the most turbulent cases
this difference is less enhanced. There are indeed systems like the
Mouse nebula where a very bright head followed by a fainter tail is
observed, but in many others there is no evidence for the head to be
brighter than the tail (Yusef-Zadeh & Gaensler 2005; Ng et al. 2012).
This could be the signature of a diffuse acceleration process, or of
peculiar injection conditions at the termination shock. Interestingly
there seems to be no appreciable difference between a uniform
emissivity and an emissivity scaled according to the strength of the

currents. This means that it will be hard to distinguish these two
possibility just based on the emission pattern observed in known
BSPWNe.

Another interesting aspect, related to polarization, is that in
almost all cases the direction of the polarization (the inferred
direction of the magnetic field) seems to be almost aligned with
the tail (the only exception is for the orthogonal case with high
magnetization). This is most likely due to polarization swing
associated to the fast flow of matter in the tail. In fact if one
turns down relativistic beaming and aberration, the structure of
the polarization pattern changes, with a tendency to be less aligned.
Changes in the polarization direction are observed in BSPWNe,
often associated with changes in brightness (Ng et al. 2010). Our
finding suggests that these could be due to rapid deceleration of
the flow in the tail, arising either as a consequence of internal
shocks, or because of mass loading from the CD. The level of
polarization is instead a good indicator of turbulence, and generally
scales with magnetization. This could explain why we see system
with polarization as high as 60 per cent (Ng et al. 2012) and other
as low as 10 per cent (Yusef-Zadeh & Gaensler 2005).

When magnetization is higher, and the dynamics in the tail is
more laminar, the emission appears to be less uniform, peaking in
the head region for the aligned case, φM = 0. When the inclination of
the pulsar spin-axis φM rises, the head starts to appear subluminous
(φM = 45◦), with some limb brightening close to the CD for higher
inclinations, surrounding a still quite subluminous area (φM =
90◦). The wings-to-core brightness also appears to increase with
increasing φM.

The largest variety of morphologies in the maps are seen for
the anisotropic wind cases, especially for the non-aligned models
(φM = 45◦, φM = 90◦). Of particular interest is the anisotropic case
with φM = 45◦, which shows very different emission patterns
when changing the observer’s inclination angle, with an evident
deformation from the canonical cometary shape of the other models,
resembling somehow the observed conical shape of the Mouse
nebula (at least in the inner part). The separation of the head and tail
direction of the polarization vector also resembles what observed
in the Mouse nebula when the observer’s viewing angle is not zero
(especially for X = 45◦), with a clear component wrapped around
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the head and a general alignment with the nebular magnetic field in
the tail.

We also computed a few maps considering a BSPWN where the
pulsar velocity does not lie on the plane of the sky. Given the limit
on the extent of the domain of our simulations, we can only compute
configurations where the pulsar velocity is inclined at most 45◦ with
respect to the plane of the sky (for higher inclinations we cannot
integrate along the line of sight in the tail of the nebula without
reaching the boundary of the numerical model). The inclination
does not change the wings-to-core behaviour of our maps, while
it rises the intensity of the tail with respect to the head. This can
be easily understood in terms of integration along the line of sight.
Given the cometary shape the inclination does not increase much
the length of integration in the head, while it rises its value in the tail
by an amount that is roughly inversely proportional to the cosine
of the inclination angle. At X = 45◦ the tail is about twice brighter
than in the orthogonal case shown in Section 3, while the head has
approximately the same brightness.
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